Spectral slopes are shown to be only very weak constraints for testing turbulence theories. They are primarily a consequence of applying spectral analysis to flows that are not wavelike but contain simple structures represented by a broad extension in wave number space.
INTRODUCTION
Spectral analysis of turbulent flows and theories that attempt to explain observed spectra, in particular spectral slopes, have for some time now been a major technique in attempts to account for turbulent flow behaviour. This note is a cautionary one, concerning what we feel is a much overstressed, although easy to measure, aspect of turbulent flows.
We will show that the shapes of spectra are only very weak constraints for testing theories and information concerning the structure of flows: for example the positions of fronts relative to large-scale coherent structures reside in phase information of individual realizations. This is just the information that is lost through ensemble averaging to obtain the power spectrum and is not dealt with in spectral theories of turbulence.
AN EXAMPLE OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
We have chosen for analysis an infrared image of the ocean sea-surface temperature. The actual image used is shown in Figure la . Details concerning the associated field experiment can be found in Flament et al. [1985] . An image was chosen, since it provides us with a panoramic view that can be readily interpreted visually in a pattern recognition sense, as well as data suitable for spectral analysis. Data from a single probe, or even a sizable number of probes, cannot provide the necessary panoramic view needed to recognize the disparity in scale between the fronts and eddies visible in this image. The number of pixels comprising this image is 256 x 256, with a 1-km resolution. The center of the image is at 38ø30'N, From the perspective of a Fourier decomposition, the essential information regarding structure of the turbulent flow is contained in the two-dimensional phase. Unfortunately, phase is difficult to interpret (see Plates 1 and 2) and lost through averaging to get the power spectrum. Although higher-order spectra might well be computed (e.g., bispectra and energy 
